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Abstract—Context: The success of software crowdsourcing depends on steady pools of task demand and active workers supply. Existing analysis reveals an average task failure ratio of 15.7% in software crowdsourcing market.

Goal: The objective of this study is to empirically investigate patterns and effect of task diversity in software crowdsourcing platform in order to improve the success and efficiency of software crowdsourcing.

Method: We first propose a conceptual task diversity model, and develop an approach to measuring and analyzing task diversity. More specifically, task diversity is characterized based on semantic similarity, dynamic competition level, and the analysis includes identifying the dominant attributes distinguishing the competition levels, and measuring the impact of task diversity on task success and worker performance in crowdsourcing platform. The empirical study is conducted on more than one years real-world data from TopCoder, one of the leading software crowdsourcing platforms.

Results: We identified that monetary prize and task complexity are the dominant attributes that differentiate among different competition levels. Based on these dominant attributes, we concluded three task diversity patterns (configurations) from workers behavior perspective: responsive-to-prize, responsive-to-prize-and-complexity and over-responsive-to-prize. This study supports that the second pattern, i.e. responsive-to-prize-and-complexity configuration, associates with the lowest task failure ratio.

Conclusions: These findings are helpful for task requesters to plan for and improve task success in a more effective and efficient manner in software crowdsourcing platform.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Crowdsourced software development (CSD) has gained increased popularity in recent years for its extraordinary benefits. Examples of such benefits include cost reduction, faster time-to-market, higher quality, creativity and open innovation [1].
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attributed to its direct access to infinite, diverse talent pool [2], [3].

Generally, decisions regarding to crowdsourcing a software task usually involves organizational and technical factors such as characteristics of the software problem, knowledge and expertise required for deriving viable solutions, and the size of the crowd pool [4], etc. Due to the lack of transparency between task requesters and crowd workers, this emergent CSD paradigm has introduced inherent risks in planning and managing crowdsourced projects [5] [6] [2] [7].

From a task requesters perspective, top risks associated with crowdsourced tasks include uncertainty on both the number and trustworthiness of registrants and quality of the received submissions from the unknown workers [7] [8] [9]. Existing studies reveal a 82.9% task-dropping rate in software crowdsourcing marketplace, which leads to a 15.7% of crowdsourcing failure [10].

From crowd workers’ perspective, they usually choose to register, work and submit for tasks based on some personal utility algorithm, their skills and some unknown factors [11]. It is also reported that they prefer to continue working on similar context tasks in terms of task type, required technology and platform, and their previous experience [12] [13] [14].

Therefore, understanding, attracting, and improving worker engagement is one of the key challenges in successful software crowdsourcing work [15]. For example, higher density of tasks, i.e. a large number of similar tasks during a given time period, in a crowdsourcing market may offer different task opportunities to crowd workers and increase task competition intensity, and consequently lead to higher chance of task starvation or cancellation.

It is essential to develop better understanding of the sensitivity in worker performance [7] [16] [17] and task outcome under different competition circumstances, i.e. with respect to different levels of task diversity. To the best of our knowledge, there is no investigation on impact of the different dynamic of tasks supply in the platform as task diversity on tasks success.

The objective of this study is to empirically investigate patterns and impact of task diversity in software crowdsourcing platform in order to improve the success and efficiency of software crowdsourcing. In this study, we first present a motivational example to shed light on the identification of three different patterns of task diversity in software crowdsourcing platform. Then, we propose a conceptual task diversity model,
and develop an approach to characterizing and analyzing patterns and effect of task diversity. More specifically, this includes grouping similar tasks, ranking them based on their competition level and identifying the dominant attributes that distinguish among these levels, and then studying the impact of task diversity on task success and worker performance. The empirical study is conducted on more than one years real-world data from TopCoder, the leading software crowdsourcing platform with an online community of over 1.5M workers and 55k mini-tasks (website [https://www.topcoder.com/]).

The evaluation results show that: 1) monetary prize and task complexity are the dominant attributes of task diversity; 2) exists three task diversity patterns (configurations) based on workers behavior: responsive-to-prize, responsive-to-prize-and-complexity and over-responsive-to-prize; 3) responsive-to-prize-and-complexity configuration results in the lowest task failure rate.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces a motivational example that inspires this study. Section III presents related work. Section IV outlines our research design. Section V presents the empirical results. Section VI discusses the key findings of our study. Section VII presents the conclusion and outlines a number of directions for future work.

II. A Motivational Example

We suppose that task diversity in the platform is a relevant factor in workers decision making process registrations and submissions for a task. To investigate dynamic patterns of crowdsourced software tasks in terms of task supply and arrival during a specific time-period, a preliminary analysis is conducted using data from TopCoder platform.

Dataset. We use TopCoder dataset from January 2014 to February 2015 which contains 4,907 tasks. We collect tasks’ attributes such as dates for registration and submission, task description, technologies and platforms required, and monetary prize. We create attributes like number of days for registration and submission, task complexity proxy by number of words in task description, number of links in task description, binary variables for platforms and technologies, and the number of each of these.

Analysis Step. We group the tasks’ attributes per month, creating 14 datasets and for each we perform the following: 1) unsupervised clustering using K-means algorithm where inputs are normalized between 0 and 1. Identify the number of optimal clusters by the “elbow” criteria. Each cluster is ranked according to the average number of registrations to identify the level of attraction of workers (competition level). Then, we perform a decision tree classification, where the inputs are tasks’ attributes and the label is the ranked cluster. This analysis helps us to identify which are the top task attributes that differentiate among one ranked cluster and another. For all the 14 months, the dominant attributes are prize and task complexity.

Task Diversity Patterns. We visualize for each month the configuration of clusters with the dominant attributes: prize and complexity, along with their competition levels. The competition level is related to the number of registrations; as more workers register for a task, more competition among them. After analyzing each time-period, we conclude three task diversity patterns (configurations): responsive-to-prize, responsive-to-prize-and-complexity and over-responsive-to-prize. Figure 1 illustrate the three patterns.

Responsive-to-prize in Figure 1a, presents the distribution of tasks’ clusters for one month, in the x-axis is the task prize and in the y-axis the task complexity, where each color represents a cluster of tasks. On the top right is the legend for the competition level for each cluster, where cl1 groups the cluster with highest competition level (number of registrations), cl2 the second best, cl3 the third and cl4 the fourth. The plot illustrates in blue, the cluster of tasks with higher competition level (number of registrations), 22 in average, followed by 2nd ranked cluster yellow with 21, a 3rd ranked cluster in green, with 16 and the 4th in red with 12. In this time-period, we observe 1) competition level follows a prize order, where we can expect that if a task pays a higher prize it can expect a higher number of registrations; 2) the difference in the average of registrations per cluster does not varies much.

Responsive-to-prize-and-complexity in Figure 1b, shows the case of a time-period, where not only prize plays a role in the attraction of workers, but also task complexity. Observe that the top ranked cluster, colored in blue, groups tasks with high prize but low complexity, with 18 registrations in average. While the 2nd ranked, colored in yellow, has a high prize and complexity, with 17 registrations. In this time-period we observe that workers attraction follows a task prize, followed by task complexity.

Over-responsive-to-prize in Figure 1c, illustrates the case of a month where we have outliers of tasks in terms of prize. The top ranked cluster in blue, had an average of registrations of 40, while the 2nd ranked (yellow) just 26, the 3rd ranked (green) 20, and 4th ranked (red) only 8. In this month, we observe that when tasks with high prize, compared to the average prize in that time-period, arrives, it creates a disruption and modifies the behavior of workers. In this case the difference in registrations between the 1st and 2nd ranked clusters is 14 registrations, which is more higher than what we observe in responsive-to-prize and responsive-to-prize-and-complexity patterns.

After analyzing these patterns, we performed an analysis of the diversity patterns on task success and worker performance, and found that 1) responsive-to-prize configuration provides highest level of task density and workers’ reliability in a platform; 2) responsive-to-prize-and-complexity configuration leads to attracting high level of trustworthy workers; 3) over-responsive-to-prize configuration results in highest task stability and the lowest failure ratio in the platform for not high similar tasks.
III. RELATED WORK

A. Task Similarity in Crowdsourcing

Generally, workers tend to optimize their personal utility factor to register for a task [11]. It is reported that workers are more interested in working in similar tasks in terms of monetary prize [8], context, technology [12], and complexity level. Context switch generates reduction in workers efficiency [12]. However, workers usually try to register for a greater number of tasks than they can complete [10]. It is reported that high task similarity level negatively impacts task competition level and team elasticity [18]. Combination of these observations lead to receiving task failure due to 1) receiving zero registration for task based on low degree of similar tasks and lack of available skillful worker [8], and 2) receiving non-qualified submissions or zero submissions based on lack of time to work on all the registered task by the worker [19].

B. Workers Performance in Crowdsourcing

Software workers arrival to the platform and the pattern of taking tasks to completion are factors that shape the worker dynamic in a crowdsourcing platform, however, the reliability in returning the qualified tasks creates the dynamic of the platform. Generally, not only would the award associated with the task influence the workers interests in competitions [14], the number of registrants for the task, the number of submissions by individual workers, and certainly the workers historical score rate would directly affect their final performance [2] [20]. For newcomers or beginners, there is a time window required to improve and to develop into an active worker [11]. Therefore, it is typical that the workers need to communicate with the task owner in order to better understand the problems to be solved [15]. Existing studies show that over time, registrants gain more experience, exhibit better performance, and consequently gain higher scores [11] [21] [15]. Still, there are workers who manage not only to win but also to raise their submission-to-win ratio [12]. This motivate workers to develop behavioral strategies in Topcoder [19] [21]. Moreover, the ranking mechanism used by TopCoder contributes to the efficiency of online competition and provides more freedom of choice for higher rate workers in terms of controlling competition level [19].

C. Modeling Competition in Crowdsourcing

A few studies have considered game theory in competitive crowdsourcing. For example, Wu et. al. proposed the min-max nature of software competition contributes to the quality and creativity of delivered software [22]. Not only the associated monetary prize with the task would influence competition level, but also the number of registrants for the task, number of submissions by individual worker, and of workers historical score rate would directly affect on the final competition [23]. Such a mutually destructive contest, often called the Chicken Game or Hawk-Dove [24], in which less aggressive competitors (chicken or dove) will yield to aggressive competitors. In such crowdsourced environments, task duration can be used to identify careless workers [23].

Moreover, according to competitive exclusion principle [25], sometimes referred as Gause’s law [26], in competing for limited resources, competitors with the slightest advantage over others frequently win and eventually dominate in the system.

In a CSD platform, a competitive environment not only influences the decisions of contestants regarding which tasks to register and submit but also how these react to their peers. Hu and Wu modeled single-round matches through a game theory framework where participants find bugs in a program [27]. The authors found that the major factors for contestants decisions are effort cost and probability of making a successful challenge, reinforcing the finding in [28], and that contestants with a high rating are more likely to launch challenges against lower ones.

IV. RESEARCH DESIGN

Driven by task diversity patterns introduced in Section II, this study aims at further investigating the dominant influencing attributes and effect of task diversity patterns on crowdsourcing task success. This section presents a conceptual task diversity model, and an approach to characterizing and analyzing patterns and effect of task diversity.

A. Conceptual Task Diversity Model

To develop better understanding on the dynamic patterns in task supply and execution, we formulate a conceptual model to
represent the simplified underlying relationship among various dynamic attributes in software crowdsourcing processes. It is based on the Award-Worker behavior model in [8], which models the factors that influence the behavior of workers to register and submit a task. In this study, we extend the Award-Worker behavior model to represent and investigate the different task diversity patterns in a specific time-period, in order to further investigate empirical relationships among them in quantitative manners. The proposed conceptual model is illustrated in Figure 2. Next, we introduce a few working definitions used in this model.

1) Task Attributes: Task attributes are the subset of task dynamic attributes that influences task diversity pattern. The list of task attributes applied in this study is summarized in Table I.

2) Task Competition Level: Task competition level is defined as the relative level of competition for a task in terms of attracting crowd workers [20] [8] [19], and is measured using the number of registrations on that task. Intuitively, larger number of registrations imply higher level of competition on the corresponding task.

3) Task Diversity Pattern: Task diversity pattern is defined as the configuration of tasks supply in a time-period with respect to different competition levels in a CSD platform.

4) Task Similarity Level: Task similarity level is defined as the degree of task similarity between a set of simultaneously open tasks. To analyze task similarity, we calculate the tasks local distance from each other to analyzed task similarity in same configuration to compare performance metrics among similar tasks.

5) Task Success: In this study, task success is defined as a tuple of task density ($T D_i$), task stability ($T S L_i$), and task failure ($T F_i$). Task density is a measure to determine the probability of attracting workers in a dynamic competitive market base on resource share in the market, while task stability is the probability of receiving a submission by attracted workers. To measure the impact of task diversity pattern on task success, we consider task similarity factor among tasks in same configuration to compare performance metrics among similar tasks.

$$TS_{ij} = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{n} D_i S_j(T_j, T_i)}{\sum_{i=0}^{n} \sqrt{T_i} * \sum_{j=0}^{n} \sqrt{T_j}}$$

5) Task Success: for a given time-period $j$, similarity level $i$ and task diversity pattern $k$.

Task density, task stability, and task failure are defined as below:

Def. 1: Task Density $T D_j$: is the ratio of similar arrival tasks per time-period $A T_i$ in the platform by total number of arrival tasks $C A T_i$ per task configuration in the platform,

$$T D_j = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{n} A T_i}{\sum_{i=0}^{n} C A T_i}$$

Average submissions for task $i$ in the same group of similar tasks per task configuration will illustrates task stability to be completed in the platform.

Def. 2: Task Stability Level, $T S L_j$, measures average submissions of arrival similar tasks per task configuration,

$$T S L_j = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{n} S_i}{\sum_{i=0}^{n} C A T_i}$$

Average failed similar tasks per task configuration in the same month represents task failure ratio.

Def. 3: Task Failure, $T F_j$, per similarity level per task configuration is number of failed tasks ($f t_i$) in the platform, which arrived at the same calendar month per configuration,

$$C f_i :$$

$$T F_j = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{n} f t_i}{\sum_{i=0}^{n} C f_i}$$

6) Worker Performance: Worker performance is defined as tuple of workers’ reliability in making a submission when registered for a task ($R L_k$) and workers’ trustworthiness in making a qualified submission for the registered task ($T L_k$). Note that each worker is a tuple of number of registration ($W R_k$), number of submissions ($W S_k$), and number of valid submission ($W V S_k$).

Similarly, to measure the impact of task diversity pattern on worker performance, we consider task similarity factor among
tasks in same configuration to compare performance metrics among similar tasks.

\[ \text{Worker Performance}_k = (RL_k, TL_k) \]

for a given time-period \( j \), similarity level \( i \) and task diversity pattern \( k \).

Worker reliability and worker trustworthiness are defined as follow:

**Def. 6**: Workers Reliability Level, \( RL_k \), measures average reliability for worker \( k \) to register for similar tasks in the same task configuration, \( CR_i \).

\[
RL_k = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{n} S_i}{\sum_{i=0}^{n} CR_i}
\]

Tasks owners trust on receiving qualified submissions after receiving a registration by a reliable worker. This is defined as the ratio of receiving a valid submission by workers per similarity level in a task configuration to make a submission for the task.

**Def. 7**: Workers Trust Level, \( TL_k \), measures average valid submission, \( VS_i \), for worker \( k \) to register for similar tasks in the same task configuration, \( CR_i \).

\[
TL_k = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{n} VS_i}{\sum_{i=0}^{n} CR_i}
\]

### B. Research Questions

Three research questions are formulated as following:

- **RQ1 (Task Diversity Patterns)**: How do different task diversity patterns (configurations) distribute in a competitive CSD?

  This research question aims at providing general overview of task diversity based on the dominant tasks attributes and competition levels per time-period (monthly) in the CSD platform;

- **RQ2 (Task Success)**: How does different task diversity patterns impact tasks success?

  Understanding task density, task stability and task failure ratio per group of task type can be good measure to indicate tasks success;

- **RQ3 (Worker Performance)**: How does different task diversity patterns impact workers performance?

  The ratio of attracting reliable workers to compete on the tasks per task type and trust-able to return valid submissions by the workers represent workers consistency to work on tasks.

### C. Dataset

The dataset from TopCoder contains 403 individual projects including 4,907 component development tasks (ended up with 4,770 after removing tasks with incomplete information) and 8,108 workers from January 2014 to February 2015 (14 months). Tasks are uploaded as competitions in the platform, where Crowd software workers would register and complete the challenges. On average, most of the tasks have a life cycle of one and half months from first day of registration to the submissions deadline. When the workers submit the final files, it will be reviewed by experts to check the results and grant the scores.

The dataset contains tasks attributes such as technology, platform, task description, monetary prize, days to submit, registration date, submission date, and the time-period (month) on which the task was launched in the platform. In this step, task’s (workers) performance metrics are not included. Then, we create attributes, such as days for registration (RD), days from registration to submission (RTSD), task complexity (TC), which is proxy by the number of words in the task description, number of links in task description (#L), number of platforms (#PLT), number of technologies (#Tech) and the creation of binary variables for each technology (Tech) and platform (PLT) required in each task, where:

\[
f(x, s) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{task } x \text{ requires technology or platform } s \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

We also created a task difficulty index (TDI) that incorporates the number of words of the task description, the automated readability score of the task description and the number of technologies required in task. Each component of this index as it has a higher value, may represent more difficulty. Each component was normalized between 0 and 1 and then we calculate the mean of three components per task.

We create a dataset of task attributes for each time-period (month). The tasks attributes used in the analysis are presented in top section of Table I.

### D. Empirical Study Design

In this work we followed a similar task content similarity clustering approach as [29], which includes task features such as task duration, award, technology and platform and applied a K-Means algorithm. As Figure 3 illustrates, our approach contains the following steps.

![Fig. 3: Main flow of the proposed framework and relationship to research questions.](image-url)
TABLE I: Summary of Metrics Definition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Days for Registration (RD)</td>
<td>Number of days to for the task.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days from Reg. to Sub.(RTSD)</td>
<td>Number of days to submit the task once registration is closed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration (D)</td>
<td>Total available days from registration date to submissions deadline.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monetary Prize (P)</td>
<td>Monetary prize (Dollars) in task description.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Complexity (TC)</td>
<td>Number of words in task description.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link count (#L)</td>
<td>Number of links in task description.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasks attributes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology (Tech)</td>
<td>Required programming language to perform the task.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform (PLT)</td>
<td>Associate platform that a task is performing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platforms (#PLT)</td>
<td>Number of platforms used in task.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technologies (#Tech)</td>
<td>Number of technologies used in task.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Difficulty Index (TDI)</td>
<td>Index that incorporates the number of words and readability score in the task description, and the number of technologies required to perform the task.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Clustering Analysis: We perform a clustering analysis to identify the configurations of groups of tasks for each time-period (month). For each dataset we perform the following: first, an unsupervised clustering for each time-period where each task is a vector of attributes and these were normalized transforming the original values to values between 0 and 1. The clustering method used is K-Means. To identify the number of optimal clusters we use the “elbow” criteria. This method observes the variance explained as the number of clusters increases. We select the “optimal” number of clusters, when the marginal gain of adding one more cluster drops, creating an “elbow” in the plot that illustrates the inverse of variance explained per number of clusters. The number of optimal clusters for each month varies.

Second, we rank each cluster by the competition level, which is the mean of registrants per cluster. In this step, we have every observation (task) assigned to a cluster where cluster 1 is the top ranked, cluster 2 the second best ranked, successively.

Third, we identify the dominant attributes that differentiate ranked clusters to one another. We performed a decision tree classification where the input are the attributes created and the classification attribute is the ranked cluster from previous step. The dataset is divided in two samples: train (75%) and test (25%) and different decision trees were run, looking for the least number of attributes that generate the highest accuracy in the classification. For each decision tree, we select the attributes with higher importance as the dominant ones. After performing these three steps for each month dataset, we identified that the frequent dominant task attributes that differentiate among the ranked clusters are prize and complexity.

2) Task Diversity Analysis: We analyze each time-period by visualizing the dominant attributes identified previously and included the ranked cluster label of each observation for each time-period. In our analysis the frequent dominant attributes for each time-period were monetary prize (x-axis) and complexity (y-axis). Each observation is colored based on the cluster’s rank. For example, tasks in cluster 1 (top ranked) are colored in blue, cluster 2 (2nd best) in yellow, cluster 3 in green and cluster 4 in red. This allows to visualize the distribution of clusters considering the dominant attributes (prize and complexity) and how well the clusters performed against each other (competition level).

3) Task Success Analysis: We study the impact of the different task diversity patterns (configurations) on tasks success by looking into task density, task stability and task failure ratio. To do so, the number of similar arrival task as well as similar open task per task configuration was analyzed. Then, task density, task stability and task failure per task similarity level and task configuration was analyzed.

4) Worker Performance Analysis: We investigate the impact of the different task diversity patterns (configurations) on workers performance by looking into workers’ reliability and trust. The probability of a worker make a submission after registered for a task will be reported as worker reliability, and the probability of a submission passes the peer review and labeled as valid submission provides workers trust. In TopCoder, crowd workers reliability of competing on the tasks is measured based on last 15 competitions workers registered and submitted. For example, if a worker submitted 14 tasks out of 15 last registered tasks, his reliability is 93% (14/15).

This analysis is relevant since each task configuration may impact the submissions of workers, for example, in the pattern over-reactive-to-prize we observed that tasks with high prize above the average, attract more competition level, however how many of these registrants will actually submit their task.

V. Empirical Results

1) Task diversity patterns (RQ1): We perform a longitudinal analysis of task diversity patterns analyzing 14 months, January 2014 to February 2015.

The task attributes importance are summarized on Table II for each time-period, the rest of attributes not shown had an importance weight zero. As it is observed, the frequent most
dominant is monetary prize, followed by complexity. The third dominant factor was difficulty index, however this attribute was only relevant in January and December 2014. While prize and complexity were more frequent. These attributes are key to differentiate among different competition levels and used to identify task diversity patterns (configurations).

After analyzing the plots for all time-periods, we found three task diversity patterns (configurations): responsive-to-prize, responsive-to-prize-and-complexity and over-responsive-to-prize as shown in Figure 1. These names were given based on the response of workers in each configuration. The task diversity patterns (configurations) were defined as follows:

- **Responsive-to-prize** (RP): time-period where competition level follows prize order. In this configuration we expect that tasks with higher monetary prize attract higher competition level, while the average competition level per task cluster does not vary much;
- **Responsive-to-prize-and-complexity** (RPC): time-period where competition level follows both prize and task complexity order. In this configuration we expect that tasks attract competition level not only based on monetary prize but also how complex a task is;
- **Over-responsive-to-prize** (ORP): time-period where there are few tasks with monetary prize above the average, as an outlier, which are attracting the highest competition level. In this configuration a considerable difference in task competition level between the 1st and 2nd ranked clusters is expected.

Table III summarizes the tasks’ configurations for each month. As it can be observed, 5 months had a RP configuration, 3 were RPC and 6 were ORP.

In the 1st half of 2014, we had RP months, which means that we observed an expected behavior: higher attraction of workers (competition level) as the prize is higher.

In the 2nd half of the 2014, we observed ORP pattern, where we had tasks with high prize, above the average, creating a disruption and attracting an unusual number of workers to register to these.

The RPC months were less frequent. These periods, the workers decision to register is not only determined by the prize, but also the complexity of the tasks. In this case, a task manager should consider this dynamic if they want to have success when launching high-complex tasks given this dynamic of tasks supply.

**Finding 1.1:** The task diversity patterns identified were responsive-to-prize (RP), which was present in the 1st half of 2014, over-responsive-to-prize (ORP) frequent in the 2nd half of 2014, while responsive-to-prize-and-complexity (RPC) was the least frequent, found only in 3 months.

2) **Task Success (RQ2):** In order to have a better understanding of tasks success, we studied distribution of task density in the different tasks similarity levels per task diversity pattern (configuration). By considering the task similarity among tasks, we can compare similar tasks under different task configurations. To do so, we created three different datasets based on the identified task diversity pattern, then we calculated the task similarity among the available task per diversity pattern. Since it is reported that, the task similarity over 60% impacts on task performance as success [13], we analyzed defined metrics in section IV-A for task similarity degree of 60%, 70%, 80% and 90% per month. Table IV summarises the distribution of task per task configuration. Table IV reports the unique number of each task pair per similarity level per month (i.e. $TS_{ij} = TS_{ji}$).

According to Figure 4 all three patterns correspond to an increasing trend of task density as task similarity increases after 80%. While RP and ORP configurations seem to follow a similar shape, RPC configuration started with highest task density among tasks with 60% similarity with 28% task density. This pattern raised, containing the highest tasks density among all three configurations for all levels of similarity shown, it reached 69% of task density when tasks with 90% similarity arrive in the platform. RP configuration follows a steady increase in providing task density with increasing task similarity in among open tasks in the platform. While it provides around 4% and 6% density for task similarity of 70% and 80% respectively, the density level increased to 10% for tasks with similarity level of 90%. On the other hand, tasks density dropped for the ORP configuration when task similarity increased from 60% to 80% from 10% to 3%, and increased to 17% for tasks with 90% similarity. We ran repeated measure one-way ANOVA test on the task density result from the three different task configurations. Based on ANOVA test result, the task density is not significantly different across the three task diversity pattern since the p-value is 0.14.

![Fig. 4: Average Task Density per Task Similarity and Diversity Configuration.](image)
TABLE II: Task attributes importance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Jan'14</th>
<th>Feb'14</th>
<th>Mar'14</th>
<th>Apr'14</th>
<th>May'14</th>
<th>Jun'14</th>
<th>Jul'14</th>
<th>Aug'14</th>
<th>Sep'14</th>
<th>Oct'14</th>
<th>Nov'14</th>
<th>Dec'14</th>
<th>Jan'15</th>
<th>Feb'15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prize</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.886</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#PLT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTSD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Express</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Services</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.NET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#L = number of links in task description, #PLT = number of platforms used in tasks, RD = Days for Registration, RTSD = Days from Registration to Submission; Express, Web Services, .NET, Java and JavaScript are technologies required in task.

TABLE III: Task diversity pattern per month.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conf.</th>
<th>Jan'14</th>
<th>Feb'14</th>
<th>Mar'14</th>
<th>Apr'14</th>
<th>May'14</th>
<th>Jun'14</th>
<th>Jul'14</th>
<th>Aug'14</th>
<th>Sep'14</th>
<th>Oct'14</th>
<th>Nov'14</th>
<th>Dec'14</th>
<th>Jan'15</th>
<th>Feb'15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RP = responsive-to-prize, RPC = responsive-to-prize-and-complexity and ORP = over-responsive-to-prize.

TABLE IV: Summary of tasks distribution per diversity pattern

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diversity Pattern</th>
<th>RP</th>
<th>ORP</th>
<th>RPC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Tasks per month</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>2383</td>
<td>486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average # tasks per month</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std of tasks per month</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># 60% Task pair similarity</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># 70% Task pair similarity</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># 80% Task pair similarity</td>
<td>753</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># 90% Task pair similarity</td>
<td>827</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

36%, respectively, and ORP 33%. All three configurations follow the same pattern through the different levels of task similarity. According to the one-way ANOVA test on the task stability result from the three different task configurations, the task stability is not significantly different across the three task diversity pattern with p-value of 0.43.

Fig. 5: Average Task Stability per Task Similarity and Diversity Configuration.

After understanding different patterns of task density and task stability for each configuration, we investigate the task failure rate per task similarity level per configuration. Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of task failure rate per similarity level per configuration. Interestingly, RPC provides on average lower task failure ratio in the platform. Tasks with similarity level of 60% face almost 6% failure under RPC configuration. It increased to 7% failure ratio for tasks with 70% similarity and 11% for similarity of 80%, and dropped to 10% with 90% similarity. While RP configuration failure rate for 60% and 80% task similarity is very similar and it varies from 13% to 14%. It drops to 8% tasks with similarity of 90%. ORP configuration started with 15% task failure for 60% task similarity, and continue a decreasing pattern passing to 13% task failure for tasks with 70% similarity, and 12% for tasks with 80%, and 11% for 90% of similarity. The result of the ANOVA test showed that task failure ratio is significantly different across all three task configurations (i.e. p-value is 0.05).

Finding 2.1: For tasks with similarity level between 60% and 80%, responsive-to-prize-and-complexity (RPC) configuration provides the lowest failure ratio; while responsive-to-prize (RP) configuration has lowest failure with 80% to 90% task similarity.

3) Worker Performance (RQ3): Workers performance can be analyzed based on workers reliability and trust in returning a valid submission. Therefore, we analyzed attracting reliable workers and receiving valid submissions per task based on the open tasks in different task configuration. Figure 7 illustrates the average workers reliability per task configuration. As it is shown in Figure 7, RPC configuration attracts the most reliable workers for 60% to 70% and 90% similar tasks. While, RP and ORP attracts reliable workers at from 70% to 80%
task similarity. Task in RP and ORP configurations attracted workers with 12% and 14% reliability respectively for 60% task similarity. Both configurations attract workers with 14% reliability for tasks with 70% and 80% similarity and increase to 16% in 90% similarity. ANOVA test showed that worker reliability is not significantly different among all three task configurations (i.e. p-value is 0.62).

Besides attracting reliable workers to make a submission, it is important to trust on the workers submissions. Hence, we investigate workers trust ratio in returning valid submission. Figure 8 represents the distribution of workers trust ratio among different task similarity per configuration. Among tasks with similarity of 60% and 70%, RPC configuration received the highest trust ratio of 94% and 95%, followed by ORP with 89% for 60% and 70% task similarity, and RPC with 84% and 83% of trust. Interestingly in task similarity of 80%, workers trust in three configurations drop to a similar level between 82% and 84%. And finally, for task similarity of 90%, task trust increased to 89%, 87%, 92% for RP, ORP and RPC, respectively. Interestingly while RP configuration is following a linear pattern among different task configurations, ORP and RPC have a U-shape pattern. ANOVA test showed that different task configurations are not significantly influencing workers trust (i.e. p-value is 0.14).

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Task Diversity Patterns

The dominant task attributes that differentiate among one competition level (number of registrations) and another, are monetary prize and complexity, reinforcing findings on previous research [2], [3], [11], [15], [19].

These dominant attributes were input for the detection of task diversity patterns. We identified three configurations: RP, RPC and ORP. During January 2014 and February 2015, we identified that the 1st half of 2014 was frequent a RP configuration, while in the 2nd half presented an ORP pattern. Only in three months was observed a RPC, finding 1.1.

B. Task Success

To successfully crowdsource a software project in a CSD platform, not only, it is important to fully understand task density in the platform at any point of time. But also, it is vital to know the task stability and failure ratio in the platform. This research investigated these factors based on task similarity level per identified task configuration. It is reported that task similarity impacts highly on task competition level, task stability level and consequently project success [18]. According to the statistical analysis, we could not find a significant different among the task diversity patterns when analyze task density and stability. However, as it is reported in finding 2.1, for task with similarity between 60% and 80%, competing in the responsive-to-prize-and-complexity (RPC) configuration is the best strategy in terms of task failure.

C. Worker Performance

To assure of having a successful project in CSD, beside the importance of attracting reliable workers whom make a submission, it is crucial to make sure to at least attract one trustworthy worker who not only makes a submission but also makes a valid submission. The result of investigating workers performance under different task diversity patterns (configurations) presented that there is no statistical difference among the task diversity patterns when analyze workers’ trust and reliability.
D. Threats to Validity

First, the study only focuses on competitive CSD tasks on the TopCoder platform. Many more platforms do exist, and even though the results achieved are based on a comprehensive set of about 5,000 development tasks, the results cannot be claimed externally valid. There is no guarantee the same results would remain exactly the same in other CSD platforms.

Second, there are many different factors that may influence tasks similarity, task diversity patterns and workers decision in task selection and completion. Our similarity algorithm and task diversity patterns approach are based on known task attributes in TopCoder. Different similarity algorithm and task diversity patterns approaches may lead us to different but almost similar results.

Third, the result is based on tasks only. Workers network and communication was not considered in this research. In future we need to add this level of research to the existing one.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

To understand the probability of a tasks success in a crowdsourcing platform, not only one should understand the task diversity patterns but also, they need to understand the tasks success per point of time and workers performance in taking a task and returning a valid submission. This research investigated task diversity by applying clustering method based on the dominant task attributes: prize and complexity and observed the competition level along these attributes. Then analyzed both tasks success and workers performance per configuration based on task similarity level.

Based on statistical analysis, this study can only support that responsive-to-prize-and-complexity configuration results in the lowest task failure ratio for tasks with similarity level between 60% and 80%.

In future, we would like to evaluate our finding in crowdsourced software development practice and testing the scalability of them in real time.
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